
This detailed, chronological study investigates the rise of the European fascination with the Chinese language up to 1615. By meticulously investigating a wide range of primary sources, Dinu Luca identifies a rhetorical continuum uniting the land of the Seres, Cathay, and China in a tropology of silence, vision, and writing. Tracing the contours of this tropology, The Chinese Language in European Texts: The Early Period offers close readings of language-related contents in works by classical authors, medieval travelers, and Renaissance cosmographers, as well as various merchants, wanderers, and missionaries, both notable and lesser-known. What emerges is a clear and comprehensive understanding of early European ideas about the Chinese language and writing system.

Cazacu's Dracula offers the most authoritative scholarly biography of Vlad III the Impaler (d. 1476), including how his imagery evolved from contemporary to modern times.

In this work, Adam Knobler demonstrates the intimate connection between medieval mythologies of the non-Western world, and early modern European imperial expansion to Asia, Africa, and the Americas.

Mentre la battaglia infuriò, sboccia il vero, grande amoreLe terribili creature della notte hanno assoggettato l’umanità e tutto ormai è in loro potere. Jenn Leliont ha girato odio eterno ai vampiri. È scappata di casa e ha lasciato San Francisco per trasferirsi in Spagna e studiare all’Accademia per cacciatori di vampiri di Salamanca. Le selezioni sono state dure, il tirocinio lungo e difficile, ma adesso Jenn fa parte di un gruppo di cinque giovani professionisti, i cacciatori di Salamanca, pronti a sfidare il male. A guidarli c'è Padre Juan, un sacerdote dal misterioso passato, e tra loro c'è anche un vampiro buono, l'affascinante Antonio Ma una cacciatrice isolata dal suo gruppo è una facile preda. Costretta a tornare a San Francisco per il funerale del suo amato nonno, Jenn scopre che la città è diventata una roccaforte dei dannati. E quando si accorge che qualcuno l'ha tradita – qualcuno di cui non avrebbe mai sospettato –, capisce che è ora di farsi coraggio e iniziare a lottare con tutte le sue forze, ascoltando soltanto il suo cuore.Un mondo intestato dal maleUna grande eroinaUna nuova appassionante serie –Non vorrei la vita e leggere l’episodio successivo.«School Library Journal»I fan di Twilight e True Blood divorrerebbero questa nuova serie.«Booklist»Arti magiche, urban fantasy, affascinanti vampiri, ritmo, azione e tormenti adolescenziali! Un libro che vi lascerà senza fiato.«KirkusNancy Holderlaureata alla University of California di San Diego, è autrice di 60 libri e più di 200 racconti. Ha vinto quattro premi Bram Stoker e i suoi libri sono stati tradotti in più di 20 lingue. Ha collaborato alla stesura di alcuni episodi di Buffy !Ammazzavampiri e City of AngelesLa città degli Angeli. Vive a San Diego, dove insegna Scrittura creativa. Debbie Viguiéha studiato Scrittura creativa alla University of California a Davis. È autrice di una decina di romanzo di successo, tra cui il serie Wicked, scritta insieme a Nancy Holder. Vive in Florida.

In 2003, the occupation of a state-owned building in Rome led to the emergence of a new extreme-right youth movement: CasaPound Italia (CPI). Its members described themselves as ‘Fascists of the Third Millennium’, and were unabashed about their admiration for Benito Mussolini. Over the next 15 years, they would take to the street, contest national elections, open over a hundred centres across Italy, and capture the attention of the Italian public. While CPI can count on only a few thousands votes, it enjoys disproportionate attention in public debates from the media. So what exactly is CasaPound? How can we explain the high profile achieved by such a nostalgic group with no electoral support? In this book, Caterina Froio, Pietro public. While CPI can count only on a few thousands votes, it enjoys disproportionate attention in public debates from the media. So what exactly is CasaPound? How can we explain the high profile achieved by such a nostalgic group with no electoral support? In this book, Caterina Froio, Pietro
also for an interested non-professional audience.

The relationship between East and West remains a topic of burning timeliness, particularly in its political dimension. Yet, we can gain a complete understanding of the current tensions only if we consider them within a broader historical framework, spanning from art to diplomacy, from religion to ethnography. The present volume tackles precisely this complex task, offering its reader a rich mosaic of case studies and scholarly research, relating to the mutual approaches between the Euro-American ‘West’, and the Sino-Japanese ‘East’. In the first part of the book, art historian Marco Musillo uses the depictions of Tartars in fourteenth-century Italian frescoes as the starting point of a trajectory leading to eighteenth-century European literature on China. In the second part, the reader is introduced to two cases of diplomatic encounter, one in sixteenth-century Italy between Japanese subjects and local courts, and the other one between Qing China and twentieth-century United States, in the space of the universal exhibition in St. Louis. Finally, the last section proposes three interconnected art historical explorations: the screen design of Chinese origin in colonial Mexico, Medieval Christian tombstones in China, and early-modern Filipino sacred sculpture.

The emergence and spread of new images – photography, film, television and audiovisual – have brought about an important epistemological revolution that has encouraged contemporary man to have a new attitude of confidence not only towards the image but also to reality. The modern knowledge that exploded man’s certainties into hundreds of relative truths has been removed. The perfect doubling of reality offered by the new media has quietly eliminated doubt about the faithful restitution of reality into images, and, consequently, into the events of the outside world. Opposing this credulity, this mental breakdown as Joseph Conrad called it, we will need to recover the principles and themes of modern thought that came into existence in the Seventeenth century. This recovery will serve not only to oppose illusions and deceits, but also to understand the nature of the new images better.

Greece Reinvented is the first book-length discussion of the transformation of Byzantine Hellenism in Renaissance Italy, exploring why and how the Byzantine intelligentsia, displaced to Italy, adopted distinctively Greek personas to replace traditional Byzantine claims to a Roman identity.

The guiding principle of this volume is the concept of the artes liberales, the trivium and quadrivium, as branches of learning that are rooted in Dante Alighieri’s mind. The present volume contains essays by leading international scholars on the various scientific and artistic disciplines which form the background, sources, and presence in Dante’s opus.

"Queering Italian Media offers queer readings of LGBTQIA+ representation in Italian media. The contributors discuss the relationship between the political and social lives of queer populations in Italy and investigate their representations in film, news media, television, social media, and viewer-generated media sites”–

In Educating the Catholic People, Salomoni offers a new perspective on the pedagogical, institutional, and political innovations introduced in Italy by religious teaching congregations between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries.

The theme of this volume is the transformation of European Christianity into a world-wide religion. The spirit of crusade against Islam was one impulse driving the early expansion; these essays show how new ideologies of mission were developed and how perceptions have continued to evolve, notably in the light of Vatican II. They reveal the differing attitudes and roles of missionaries in such radically different environments as America and China, and the equally varied ways in which this activity was received, with the many problems of accomodation and sycretism. Topics covered include the development of new institutions to control missionary activity, notably the Roman Propaganda Fidei, tensions around race and the role of women, and the stimulus given, for instance to linguistic studies, by the need to communicate. Finally, they examine the belated awakening of the Protestant churches to the need to compete with Rome in the evangelization of the world.

Includes section, “Recent book acquisitions” (varies: Recent United States publications) formerly published separately by the U.S. Army Medical Library.

Amb els mapes, a més de ciència, es fa política. El 1939 els catalans algueresos, i altres pobles d'Itàlia, foren eliminats d'un mapa etnogràfic de tot Europa elaborat a Milà pel Touring Club Italiano. Les minories en qüestió hi havien figurat des de 1927, però finalment els mussolinians van imposar sobre aquella obra els postulats feixistes més extrets. Aquest llibre, bastit sobre mapes «de pobles i llengües» dels segles XIX i XX, es deté en la confluència de les disciplines cartogràfica, etnològica i lingüística, les conviccions ideològiques i l’exercici del poder polític. L’obra, que ha estat mereixedora del Premi Joan Coromines 2013 d’investigació filològica, històrica o cultural, patrocinat per la Societat Coral «El Micalet», reflexiona sobre les visions exògenes d’unes identitats socioterritorials que continuen conciant estudis i pulsions.